MESSAGE

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
STAFF COMMUNICATIONS OFFICE

AC-PARAPHRASE NOT REQUIRED EXCEPT PRIOR TO CATEGORY B ENCRYPTION - PHYSICALLY REMOVE ALL INTERNAL PAPERS BY D.T.G. PRIOR TO DECLASSIFICATION. NO UNCLAS REF IF D.T.G IS QUOTED.

ACTION: INFO
PRIORITY: ROUTINE

FROM: OSD WASH DC

TO: COMDR AFBMD ARDC INGLEWOOD CALIF

INFO: USAF INSTLS REPRE NO PAC RGN 301 CUSTOM HOUSE PORTLAND ORE
U S ARMY ENGR DIST SEATTLE 4735E MARGINAL WAY SEATTLE WASH
COMDR ARDC ANDREWS AFB MD
US ARMY ENGR DIST LOSA 751 S FIGUEROA LOSA

CONFIDENTIAL

DEF 950401 FROM OSD ARPA SGD JOHNSON

No repeat no authorization exists for proceeding with advertising for construction contract award for the Fort Stevens, Oregon, Tracking Data Acquisition Station. Positive approval action by ARPA must be obtained before any further action is taken in regard facilities not already authorized.

DATE: 30
TIME: 3:30
MONTH: Oct.
YEAR: 1958

CONFIDENTIAL

OSD-Arpa Prog. Control & Admin.

W.W. Bolton, Jr., Prog. Mgmt. Officer

Phone: 57061

Security Classification

DD FORM 173 REPLACES DD FORM 173, 1 OCT 48 WHICH WILL BE USED UNTIL EXHAUSTED

ORIGIN: OSD
DIST: AF
DEF 950401 (OCT ’58)

CONFIDENTIAL REPRODUCTION PROHIBITED